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Abstract

The COVID-19 pandemic has caused tremendous suffering for patients with dementia

and their caregivers. We conducted a survey to study the impact of the pandemic

on patients with mild frontotemporal dementia (FTD). Our preliminary findings

demonstrate that patients with FTD have significant worsening in behavior and social

cognition, as well as suffer greater negative consequences from disruption to health-

care services compared to patients with AD. The reduced ability to cope with sudden

changes to social environments places patients with FTD at increased vulnerability

to COVID-19 infection as well as to poorer clinical and social outcomes. Caregivers

of FTD patients also demonstrate high burden during crisis situations. A proportion

of patients with FTD benefitted from use of web-based interactive platforms. In this

article, we outline the priority areas for research aswell as a roadmap for future collab-

orative research to ensure greatest benefit for patients with FTD and their caregivers.
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1 INTRODUCTION

SARS-CoV-2 is a novel coronavirus that has rapidly spread to different

parts of the world since its first report in December 2019.1,2 This has

led to theWorldHealthOrganization (WHO)declaring the coronavirus

disease 2019 (COVID-19) a pandemic in March 2020. As of July 18,

2020,>13million confirmed cases and591000 confirmeddeaths have

been reported by the WHO.3 In these unprecedented times, authori-

ties around the world have instituted restrictions to curb the spread of

COVID-19. As such, these personal and social restrictions have signifi-

cantly affected the lives of people all around the world.

However, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic is likely to be

greater on vulnerable individuals, such as the elderly, people with

chronicmedical conditions, and personswith cognitive impairment and

psychiatric diseases. For persons with dementia in general, concerns

include increased risk of transmission of COVID-19; higher likelihood

of poor outcomes; and worsening of dementia due to lack of mental,

social, and physical stimulation as a result of restrictions imposed by

authorities worldwide.4–7

2 FRONTOTEMPORAL DEMENTIA AND SPECIAL
CONSIDERATIONS DURING THE COVID-19
PANDEMIC

2.1 Spectrum of frontotemporal dementia

Frontotemporal dementia (FTD) is one of the most common causes of

early-onset dementia in people under the age of 65 years.8,9 FTD is a

phenotypically diverse disease and is classified into behavioral variant

FTD (bvFTD) and language variant FTD (lvFTD) such as thosewith non-

fluent variant primary progressive aphasia and semantic variant pri-

mary progressive aphasia.10,11 Patients with bvFTD display behavioral

changes including disinhibition, loss of empathy, and apathy. In addi-

tion, they may also display perseverative and compulsive behaviors.10

Patients with FTD display cognitive impairment including executive

dysfunction, impaired social cognition, and progressive language diffi-

culty such as agrammatism and loss of semantic knowledge.12,13

2.2 Vulnerability of patients with FTD to
COVID-19

The clinical manifestations of FTDwill likely make patients less able to

comply with the social and personal distancing requirements imposed

by the authorities, and infection control advice such as regular hand

washing and wearing facemasks in the community. Perseverative,

stereotyped, or compulsive behaviors may result in habits such as fre-

quent touching of the nose or mouth or wandering out of the home

environment, thus increasing risk of transmitting the infection.14 Many

of the behavioral and cognitive changes seen in FTD also increase

the susceptibility of FTD patients to acquiring the COVID-19 infec-

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic review: The COVID-19 pandemic may have

resulted in patients with frontotemporal dementia (FTD)

suffering worsening of their clinical condition and their

caregivers experiencing increased burden, given their

wide-ranging behavioral and cognitive deficits. We sur-

veyed patients with mild FTD and mild Alzheimer’s dis-

ease (AD) and share perspectives from specialists in the

field.

2. Interpretation: Patients with FTD have significant wors-

ening in behavior and social cognition and reacted

adversely to disruption to health-care services com-

pared to AD. Their inability to cope with sudden changes

to social environment increases their vulnerability to

COVID-19 infection, and poorer clinical and social out-

comes. Caregivers of FTD demonstrate high burden dur-

ing crisis situations. A proportion of patients with FTD

benefitted from use of web based interactive platforms.

3. Future directions: We outline the priority areas for

research as well as a roadmap for future collaborative

research to ensure greatest benefit for patients with FTD

and their caregivers.

tion. Lack of regard to social distancing measures may put them into

close proximitywith infected individuals. Perseverative behaviors such

as frequent touching of their faces may contribute to infections and

improper use of facemasks.

2.3 Risk of worsening behavior and cognition

FTD is characterized by changes in behavior, including disinhibition,

loss of empathy, apathy, and perseverative or compulsive behaviors.10

Patients may also have repetitive behaviors. Some may also have

psychotic symptoms including hallucinations and delusions.15 These

symptoms pose major challenges for patients and caregivers when

having to live with the COVID-19 pandemic. Disinhibition may result

in patients confronting other members of the public who practice safe

distancing measures and law enforcement officers or inappropriate

and inconsiderate actions such as sneezing onto others.16 Stereotypic

behaviors may also result in over-use of hand sanitizers and other

cleaning substances. These stereotypic behaviors become incompat-

ible with a highly restricted environment seen with the COVID-19

pandemic. Anosognosia and accompanying lack of emotional concern

may manifest as disregard of requirements for social distancing or use

of facemasks.

In addition to behavioral changes, worsening of cognitive function

suchasdeterioration in executive functionand language further results
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in difficulty copingwith social restrictions.17 The frontal-executivedys-

function and mental inflexibility characteristic of FTD patients signifi-

cantly impairs their ability to adapt to changes in daily routine. Failure

to learn and comply with new practices and rules mandated by pan-

demic control measures—be it in daily life, work, or leisure activities—

may be interpreted as a decline in cognitive function by patients and

caregivers. Semantic knowledge deficits in patients with primary pro-

gressive aphasia (PPA) may also reduce their ability to understand the

concept of a pandemic and the rationales behind the various pandemic

control measures. Language difficulties in PPA, such as a degraded

word store in or agrammatism and apraxia of speech, may also impair

patients’ ability to verbally communicate in novel circumstances. This

combination of executive and language dysfunctionmay therefore lead

to unique difficulties in performing instrumental activities of daily liv-

ing (IADL). For example, executive dysfunction may not allow them to

plan their requirements for essential supplies resulting in them leav-

ing their home more than would be otherwise permitted. This can

be further compounded by difficulty in communicating with enforce-

ment personnel to express their special circumstances such as inabil-

ity to queue up to obtain food or other necessities. These vulnerable

patients, who may not have the mental and social flexibility to respond

to the sudden change in environment, will find it particularly challeng-

ing to adhere to new social norms and COVID-19–related regulatory

measures.18

Furthermore, by virtue of their behavioral changes and language

impairment, patients with FTD are less likely to comply with restric-

tions and social regulations and thus they may inadvertently get

into trouble with the law. Previous studies have demonstrated that

between 33% and 37% of patients with bvFTD and 21% to 27% of

patients with semantic variant FTD have committed law violations

early in their course of the disease.19,20 These acts of law violation are

likely to increase in the setting of social and personal restrictions. Such

behaviors are likely to be misinterpreted as flouting the law. Presence

of language impairment such as difficulty with articulation or semantic

deficits further compounds the problem.

2.4 Impact of COVID-19 on caregivers of FTD

Among caregivers of peoplewith various types of dementia, caregivers

of patients with young onset dementia such as FTD have been shown

to have the highest burden.21 Caregivers of bvFTD patients report a

higher presence and severity of neuropsychiatric symptoms and care-

giver distress compared to caregivers of people with Alzheimer’s dis-

ease (AD).22 Caregivers of patients with young onset dementia such as

FTD report 2.34 (95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.22–4.49: P = .010)

higher odds of caregiver burden compared to late onset dementia.

Risk factors for high caregiver burden in young onset dementia include

family history of dementia and behavioral symptoms including disin-

hibited behavior, delusions, and apathy.23 Cost of caring for patients

with young onset dementia such as FTD is significantly higher than

late onset dementia, which further compounds the burden of care

in FTD.24,25 These potential effects of COVID-19 pandemic on FTD

patients may place additional stress on caregivers who are already

overburdened.26

3 SURVEY OF PATIENTS WITH MILD FTD FOR
PURPOSE OF HYPOTHESIS GENERATION

3.1 Survey methodology

To understand the extent to which patients with mild FTD and their

caregivers were affected by the pandemic, we conducted a phone-

based survey using a structured questionnaire with 50 patients with

mild FTD and 50 patients with mild AD dementia, matched for age and

severity of cognitive impairment (see the Appendix). The aim of the

survey was to identify major themes of particular concern to patient–

caregiver dyads of FTD. The survey probed themes of behavior, cog-

nition, disruption to health-related services, coping mechanisms, and

use of technology as an alternative platform to traditional caregiving.

Findings from this preliminary survey were meant to allow for hypoth-

esis generation for future studies in the field of FTD and COVID-19.

We additionally obtained opinions from international experts in FTD

on strategies for further research into how FTD patients can be better

prepared tomeet challenges of future calamities.

3.2 Preliminary survey findings

Findings from the surveydemonstrated that behavior symptoms signif-

icantly worsened in both FTD and AD with greater worsening in FTD

(84% vs 58%, P = .008). The main behavioral issues in FTD included

stereotypic behavior, apathy, and disinhibition (Figure 1). Patients also

reported difficulty adapting to the social changes brought on by the

pandemic such as planning their grocery shopping. Symptoms related

to planning and judgment were observed in both FTD and AD patients

and the differencewas not statistically significant (84%vs 76%, P= ns).

Patients with FTD had greater difficulty empathizing with the pub-

lic when it came to measures such as when disabled individuals were

allowed to join priority queues, suggesting that aspects of social cog-

nitionwere significantly affected in FTD compared to AD (62%vs 16%,

P< .001). Impaired social cognition has severe implications on ability of

FTD patients to “care about” or “comply with” social personal restric-

tions. Thirty percent of FTD patients and 40% of AD patients in the

survey were using web-based platforms to stay connected to family,

friends, and support groups (Figure 2). Web-based platforms could be

a strategy to help FTD and AD patients cope with future calamities.

Patients with FTD reacted more adversely to disruption of care ser-

vices compared to patientswith AD (42%vs 20%, P= .012). Caregivers

of both FTD andADpatients experienced severely increased caregiver

burden with caregivers of FTD experiencing significantly higher bur-

den (64% vs 42%, P = .023). As FTD mainly affects patients below

65 years, their caregivers (usually spouse) are thus also younger. Being

young caregivers, often still in employment, adds an additional degree

of stress to these caregivers. Thus, it is important that clinicians and
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F IGURE 1 Response of FTD and AD patients to the COVID-19 pandemic. Percentages of patients who answered yes to questions related to
the categories of impaired behavior, executive dysfunction, and impaired social cognition. AD, Alzheimer’s disease; FTD, frontotemporal dementia

F IGURE 2 Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on patients and caregivers. Percentages of patients/caregivers who answered yes to questions
related to the impact of COVID-19 pandemic on their daily lives. AD, Alzheimer’s disease; FTD, frontotemporal dementia

public health authorities are made aware of the unique predicament

that caregivers of patients of FTD find themselves in.

3.3 Limitation of the survey and remaining
unanswered questions

The current survey is of relatively small sample size, limited to per-

sons with mild dementia and as the FTD patients were recruited from

a single center, lacks generalizability. The findings also suffer from lim-

itations associated with phone surveys such as lack of objective mea-

sures and recall bias. However, the survey findings were meant to pro-

vide preliminary data for hypothesis generation for future prospec-

tive studies. Data on how FTD patients in other cultural and social

settings respond to the pandemic is urgently needed. While the cur-

rent findings demonstrate that behavior was severely affected, further

research is required to understandwhich behavior subtypes worsened

most, and if the worsening of behavior was due to worsening of spe-

cific pre-existing behaviors or related to onset of new behaviors. Due

to the relatively small sample size, wewere not able to study if patients
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with bvFTD and lvFTD respond differentially to the pandemic and this

should be addressed in a larger multicenter study. There is also need

for data on FTD patients who were infected with COVID-19 to clearly

understand the consequences ofCOVID-19 infection on clinical profile

of FTD, general health, andmortality.

3.4 Patho-anatomical and neurochemical basis
for the preliminary findings

The finding of significantly greater worsening of behavior and social

cognition in FTD compared to AD is likely related to the underlying

pathobiology of FTD. Disinhibition, attributed to pathology in the right

middle temporal and inferior frontal regions, may manifest as loss of

manners, use of abusive language, and impulsivity.27 Pathology in the

prefrontal cortex among FTD patients has also been shown to result

in significant lack of insight into their disease and additionally a lack of

emotional concern about their behaviors.28–30 In FTD, increased activ-

ity of dopaminergic neurotransmission and altered serotonergic mod-

ulation of dopaminergic neurotransmission is associated with agitated

and aggressive behavior, respectively.31 In bvFTD there is decreased

dorsal salience network (DSN) connectivity, mainly involving the ante-

rior cingulum, decreased ventral salience network connectivity in the

basal ganglia, and divergent connectivity changes in the dorsolateral

prefrontal cortex and precuneus within the right attention-working

memory network.32,33

3.5 Implications of findings on care services,
clinical management, and law-enforcing authorities

Theworsening behavior and cognitionwould result in caregivers being

unable to care for their loved ones. This may necessitate the use of

behavioral medications including anti-psychotics with increased risk

of side effects. There is also likely to be higher use of emergency

medical services and hospital admissions, both of which are already

overwhelmed by the pandemic. The inability to comply with pandemic-

related social and personal requirements could increase the risk of

COVID-19 infection, resulting in increased morbidity and mortality.

The behavioral worsening may result in problems with the law such as

not adhering to social distancing requirements and potentially criminal

behavior.

4 RECOMMENDATIONS AND ROADMAP FOR
THE FUTURE

4.1 New hypothesis and objectives

While thepreliminary findings haveprovided abetter understandingof

the impact of COVID-19 on FTD, further research is urgently needed

to identify which subtype of FTD patients react more poorly to cri-

sis situations. Studies would need to focus on FTD subtypes based on

clinical phenotype as well as pathological subtypes. Research into neu-

ral mechanisms that result in a differential response between FTD and

AD in a pandemic may allow for tailored interventional strategies for

both FTD and AD. From a management perspective, studies examin-

ing the potential to reduce the adverse response of FTD patients to a

crisis with the use of a multidisciplinary online platform that includes

telehealth, virtual support groups, virtual mental health programs and

virtual physical stimulation will be of high relevance. Similarly, studies

looking into preparing caregivers of FTD patients to be “crisis ready”

and resources for such a strategy will be needed.

4.2 Research strategy moving forward

There is a need for closer collaboration among clinicians worldwide as

well as among clinicians, scientists, and public health authorities to bet-

ter help patients with FTD and their caregivers cope with a crisis such

as theCOVID-19pandemic.With the threat of a second and thirdwave

of infections, the need for these collaborations are urgent and relevant

(Figure 3).

These collaborative studies should focus on gathering large data

at country, regional, or international settings. Focus on the impact of

socio-cultural differences on clinical manifestations during the pan-

demic will allow for better generalizability of findings. The use of

state-of-the art fluid biomarkers, novel structural and functional neu-

roimaging, and artificial intelligence would allow for better insights

into neural mechanisms accounting for the behavioral, cognitive, and

social responses seen in FTD. With emerging data on cerebral com-

plications post-COVID-19 including accelerated neuroinflammation,

thrombosis, and damage to the blood brain barrier (BBB), longitu-

dinal studies incorporating biomarkers for neuroinflammation (acti-

vated microglial, astrocytes, and cytokines), measures of BBB perme-

ability (contrast enhanced imaging, cerebrospinal fluid immunoglobulin

[Ig]G index) and vascular imaging, will shed more light on how COVID-

19 causes pathobiological changes in the central nervous system of

patients with FTD.34 Collaborative international efforts are needed

to develop and study the role for a web-based multidisciplinary plat-

form that includes telehealth, virtual support groups, virtual mental

health programs, and virtual physical stimulation. A concerted effort

to bring together researchers in the field of medical technology under

the auspices of an international organization such as the Alzheimer’s

Association or Consortium for Frontotemporal Dementia Research

would enable development of a comprehensive digital platform for

patients with FTD and other related dementias in various parts of the

world in a rapid and comprehensive manner. Incorporating wearables

and various home sensors for capturing a wide range of physiological

parameters (for example: gait, sleep, blood pressure, pulse and heart

rhythm, temperature, oxygen saturation), may also enable collection

and analyses of big data and development of technologies to improve

safety and rehabilitation for patients with FTD.35 Concerted efforts by

regional and international groups to analyze pooled FTD data would

allow for development of a global resource pool for FTD patients

worldwide.
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F IGURE 3 Roadmap towardmultidisciplinary research on the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on frontotemporal dementia. A roadmap
describing future research strategies toward closer collaboration among clinicians worldwide as well as among clinicians, scientists, and public
health authorities to better help patients with FTD and their caregivers copewith a crisis such as the COVID-19 pandemic. CSF, cerebrospinal
fluid; fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging; FTD, frontotemporal dementia; FTLD, frontotemporal lobar degeneration;MRI, magnetic
resonance imaging

5 CONCLUSIONS

Patients with FTD respond adversely to rapid changes to social envi-

ronments with significant worsening in behavior and social cogni-

tion compared to patients with AD. Patients with FTD also suffer

more when there is disruption to care services. Caregivers of patients

with FTD experience greater caregiver burden compared to care-

givers of patients with AD. Based on the preliminary findings, we

outline the areas for future research and a roadmap to strategize

research into FTD in the setting of a crisis. Such a concerted effort

is likely to benefit FTD patients worldwide and their caregivers not

only during the ongoing prolonged COVID-19 pandemic but also for

other similar crisis situations which the world is witnessing more

frequently.
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APPENDIX

METHODS

Study design and participants

Patients with mild FTD and mild AD dementia matched in age and

severity of cognitive impairment were recruited from a tertiary neu-

rology memory clinic. FTD diagnosis was made using the International

consensus research criteria10,11 while AD diagnosis was made using

the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 5th edi-

tion (DSM-5) and National Institute on Aging-Alzheimer’s Assocation

(NIA-AA) criteria.36,37 Patients with other concomitant severe sys-

temic or neurological diseases and primary neuropsychiatric diseases

were excluded. A structured questionnaire was administered to all

patients and their caregivers via a phone interview by a team of psy-

chologists (SAS, BW, LL).

Development of structured questionnaire

A structured questionnaire focusing on patient’s cognitive and behav-

ioral response to the COVID-19 pandemic, and the impact of COVID-

19pandemic onpatients and their caregiverswasdeveloped. Theques-

tionnaire consisted of the following sections: General Information (eg,

relationship between patient and caregiver, age of caregiver, disrup-

tion ofmedical care and treatment, worsening of dementia symptoms);

Mood and Quality of Life (adapted from General Anxiety Disorder-7

[GAD-7] and Patient Health Questionnaire-9 [PHQ-9], and Quality of

Life Enjoyment and Satisfaction Questionnaire Short Form [Q-LES-Q-

SF], respectively); and Compliance and Stressors Related to Author-

ities’ Regulations (eg, compliance to wearing a facemask or frequent

hand washing; anxiety over the shortage of basic supplies).38–40 To

measure caregiving stress and burden, the team also incorporated

questions from the Zarit Burden Interview into the questionnaire.41

Finally, caregivers’ opinion toward certain topics was solicited (eg,

online counseling andmedical consultation services, home-based exer-

cise regimes). The original version of the questionnaire was adminis-

tered to five patients and three experts (two neurologists and one psy-

chologist) and further modified based on the feedback received. The

final versionof thequestionnairewas thenadministered to thepatients

and caregivers.

During the interview, each patient–caregiver dyad was first asked

to describe if there were changes to their dementia medications or if

they had experienced any other major event (such as hospitalization)

during the pandemic. The subsequent components of the question-

naire were only administered to patients who were on stable dosages

of cognitive enhancers, behavioral medications, and not having experi-

enced other significant events that may result in behavioral-cognitive

change. The question regarding the impact of COVID-19 on behavior

was presented so as to elicit if there was a change after COVID-19–

related measures were instituted compared to pre-COVID-19 social

measures. Using the questionnaire, we evaluated the patient’s subjec-

tive symptoms in the domains ofmemory, executive function, language,

social cognition,mood, and behavior in response to theCOVID-19 pan-

demic. The questionnaire also evaluated whether the patient’s symp-

toms worsened due to disruption of their usual health and social activ-

ities by the COVID-19 pandemic, such as their interactions with family

TABLE 1 Baseline demographics and sample characteristics

Characteristics FTD (n= 50) AD (n= 50) P value

Age in years, mean (SD) 65.02 (5.86) 66.57 (7.73) .261

Years of education, mean

(SD)

9.37 (4.24) 9.36 (4.49) .993

Male, n (%) 19 (38.0) 24 (48.0) .313

MMSE, mean (SD) 17.96 (6.54) 19.26 (3.42) .224

Disease duration in years,

mean (SD)

4.60 (3.33) 3.44 (1.99) .037

Spouse asmain caregiver,

n (%)

30 (60.0) 32 (65.3) .549

Age of caregiver in years,

mean (SD)

55.92 (14.11) 54.57 (15.18) .648

Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s dementia; FTD, frontotemporal dementia;

MMSE,Mini-Mental State Examination; SD, standard deviation.

and friends, therapy sessions, medical appointments, and their means

to perform their activities of daily living. We evaluated the patient’s

ability to adopt web-based platforms to maintain their usual commu-

nications with family and friends in response to the personal and social

restrictions. Last, the impact of COVID-19 pandemic on caregiverswas

also assessed.

Input fromdomain experts on strategies to reduce impact on patients

and caregivers

Specialists in the field of FTDwhohave ongoing collaborationswith the

National Neuroscience Institute, Singapore were invited to share their

perspectives on what measures could be taken to reduce the impact of

the COVID-19 pandemic on FTD patients. Specialists were also asked

to share potential strategies for concerted research toward finding

solutions to assist patients with FTD copewith future crisis.

Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were performed using Statistical Package for

Social Sciences (SPSS) version 26 (SPSS, Inc.; Chicago, Illinois, USA).

Descriptive statistics and frequency of baseline characteristics were

summarized and compared between FTD and AD groups using two

independent samples t-test and chi-square test for continuous and cat-

egorical variables respectively. Multiple binary logistic regression was

performed to investigate the association of questionnaire responses

with FTD and AD groups, controlling for age and years of education.

Statistical significance was set at P< .05.

Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient consents

The study was approved by the Singhealth Centralized Review Board.

Informed consent was obtained from each patient according to Decla-

ration of Helsinki and local clinical research regulations.

RESULTS

One hundred patients (50 mild FTD and 50 mild AD) were included in

this study and the baseline demographics of the study cohort and their

caregivers are summarized in Table 1. The FTD patients included 37
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with bvFTD and 13with lvFTD. Therewere no statistical differences in

the demographics, Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) scores and

disease duration between FTD and AD (Table 1).

In the sectionof thequestionnaire that evaluatedpatient’s cognitive

and behavioral response to the COVID-19 pandemic, a greater pro-

portion of FTD patients compared to AD patients reported worsening

of behavioral symptoms (84% vs 58%, P = .008) and worsening social

cognition (62% vs 16%, P < .001), Figure 1. Both FTD and AD patients

reported worsening of executive function, though the difference was

not statistically significant (84% vs 76%, P = ns). More patients with

AD reported worsening of memory compared to FTD, though the dif-

ference was not statistically significant (34% vs 24%, P= ns).

In the section of the questionnaire that evaluated the impact of

the COVID-19 pandemic on FTD and AD patients, a greater pro-

portion of FTD patients compared to AD patients reported that

their symptoms worsened due to disruption of their usual health

care, such as medical appointments and therapy sessions (42% vs

20%, P = .012), Figure 2. A greater proportion of caregivers of FTD

patients compared to caregivers of AD patients reported increased

burden as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic (64% vs 42%,

P = .023). Thirty percent of FTD patients and 40% of AD patients

reported that they were able to use web-based platforms to main-

tain their usual communications with family, friends, and support

services.
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